
 

A medical text book on various diseases and how to treat them. The author advises physicians, surgeons, pharmacists, and
students of medicine to read the book closely if they intend to practice medicine. There are many books that were written by
well-known authors or contributors that can serve as reference for doctors or others studying the field of medicine. This one is
meant for those who are not familiar with any other medical texts. The author is also planning on writing more editions which
will be made available in English, French, and Arabic editions. The current edition was published in 2010 by King Fahd Medical
Research Center at the University of Riyadh in Saudi Arabia. The book is divided into five chapters, each chapter is divided
into several sections, which are further divided into topics. The book starts off with an introduction to medicine and then moves
on into the general anatomy of the body, also covering general topics such as "what is disease", what are symptoms of disease,
and how to examine them. Several specific diseases covered in the book include diseases of the heart, liver cancer, kidney
problems, skin disorders etc. A brief review of what has been stated so far about this topic: Disease in general can be defined as
the alteration in normal function/structure/or metabolism by either intrinsic or external causes. The word disease comes from
the Latin word "dis", which means "apart", and "ease", which means "state of wellbeing". Thus disease is an alteration of the
state of wellbeing in a given category. The definition and characterization of a disease may be subjective and depends on several
factors: The state of awareness, the definition, and culture. Some may consider leprosy a disease while others may not. Cancer is
defined as uncontrolled cell division, but diabetes is also due to uncontrolled cell division yet it is not regarded as cancer. A
person having peanut allergy does not regard his condition as a disease, but someone who has cancer considers his condition to
be a disease. The definition of disease is also dependent on the groups or communities. Some diseases are defined as major ones
by some societies, while the same disease may be considered minor in other societies. Diabetes for instance is considered a
major disease in western countries, but it is not regarded as a major illness by other cultures, regions, or communities. The
perception of diabetic individuals also varies depending on the severity of the disease and its effect on their personal wellbeing.
Some individuals may consider themselves diseased even if they do not present any symptoms that would enable others to
recognize them as sufferers of this disease. Diagnosis depends on both clinical examination and investigations/tests result(s).
The physician observes and records the patient’s past and family history, length of disease, body posture, expression (or lack
thereof) in the patient's face(s) and specific body parts.
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